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Holloway Is New
W. A. A President:
Twelve Elected
Officer* Take Office in
Athletic Association
Immediately

O'Neill and Jacobs
Sent as Delegates
To Delt Conclave
Delta Tau Delta will send Robert
O ’Neil and Thomas Jacobs as offi
cial delegates of the Lawrence Col
lege chapter of Delta Tau Delta to
the northern regional conference of
the fraternity at Madison this week
end.
Also going to the conference will
be Fred Seegers, Stanley Guth. and
alumnus Robert Durbow, president
of the Fox River Valley Alumni As
sociation of Delta Tau Delta, and
Herbert Schmidt, Appleton
The conference will be held to
day and tomorrow, and Arthur T
Holmes of LaCrosse will be the
principal speaker. The weekend
will be devoted to business sessions,
social activities, a smoker, a ban
quet and a formal dinner dance to
morrow.

Executive Group
To Refer Peace
Plans to Kepler
Decides
Not
to
Join
Lake Forest Con
ference

Bernice Brown, ’35
Carleton
Peiping
Delegate, Here Mar. 9
Bernice
Brown, an exchange
speaker from Carleton. will talk
about Carleton* to Lawrentians in
the Friday, March 12, Convocation
period.
At present, Miss Brown is a sen
ior at Carleton, and in her junior
year she represented Carleton ut
Peiping, China.
Fred Leech will reciprocate with
a speech at Carleton on March 9,
when he will tell Carleton students
about the Lawrence Campus activi
ties.
This exchange of speakers be
tween Lawrence and Carleton is
sponsored by the Lawrence Foren
sic Board and by the Carleton Stu
dent Association.

Fridiy, March 5, 1937

Hackett to Speak
On Fraternity in
Higher Education
All Greek Week to Include
Smokers, Suppers,
And Dance

“National Fraternities and High
The Executive Committee In its
i In a meeting after Convocation
ast Wednesday Alice Holloway was
er Education" will be the talk pre
regular monthly meeting last Mon
lected president of the Women's
sented by Mr. Norman H. Hackett,
day. decided to refer all Peace Day
Uhletir Association of Lawrence
vice president of the National In
plans to Dr. T. S. Kepler. It was
.Jollege.
terfraternity Council, as he addressalso decided at this meeting to de
Marian Humleker was chosen
i’ice-president. and Mary
For *tt
t the fraternities and sororities in 
finitely drop the proposal of Law
A'as elecied to the position of sec
rence's becoming a member of the
troducing All Greek Week on Wed
retary. Mary White will take over
newly-formed Lake Forest Confer
nesday evening, March 10. at 8 ;15
•he duties of the treasurer.
ence.
P. M. in the Chapel. Mr. Hackett is
I Other girls elected were: EllaIn making Peace Day plans. Pres
travelling secretary and assistant to
Mae Pierce, publicity manager;
ident
Robert Arthur appointed
the president of Theta Delta Chi
}3race Cooley, social chairman: Jun-»
Thomas Jacobs to consult Dr. Kep
national fraternity, and is a retired
•Vlauland, hockey manager; Peggy
ler. who is chairman of the Con
actor, known for his speaking abil
Powers, volley ball manager; Hat -j
vocation Committee, in regard to
ity.
iet Houck, basketball
manager;
the possibility of having a convoca
All Greek Week will be continued
|Jetty White, swimming manager;!
tion program with an outside speak
with a smoker Thursday night at
-2sther Fritz, outing chairman: and
er. The administration, it was
9:45 P. M. in the dining room of
iSmilv Swan, individual sports man-:
brought out. is in favor of some
Brokaw Hall for all fraternity men
.tgei
such plan, if it will not lead to any
•/
{ and any other wishing to attend.
, Alice Holloway, a junior, is in
trouble such as happened last year
\lpha Delta Pi. a member of the
The administration is willing to ca!l Ingraham,
Tuclisclicrcr.
ALL-GREEK BILLBOARD
I Executive Committee, the Spanish
off classes, if a reasonable plan is
Wed. March 10: 8:15 P. M. Nor
:iu b and an ex-member of the W I*unction
D e li a t c Cornell ut
organized.
Climaxe*
the
man H Hackett will talk on
JV A. Board.
Concerning the question of the
“National
Fraternities
and
Mount \eruon, Iowa
Marian Humleker, a junior, is a
‘'All Creek Week“
new Conference, it was decided, af
Higher
Education” at
the
nember of Kappa Alpha Theta and
ter Robert Arthur had presented
Chapel.
•Activities
Arguing pro and con on the Con
|>f the Executive Committee, and
the results of his talk with Dr. J
Im ex-mcmbcr of the W. A. A. board
S. Millis, not to accept the invitation sumer's Cooperative question. Law- \ Thurs. March 11:—Pan-hcllenic
Buffet Dinner at Ormsby.
Now that the bustle and hustle of as extended us by Lake Forest.
I n d a member of the Numeral Club
rcnce College debaters marked up
9:45 P. M. Smoker in Broka.v
Mary Forest, a sophomore, is a the Interfraternity' Council meet
This year’s "Lawrence Night” a» eleven more debates to their cred-,
Dining Room. President T. N.
nember of Alpha Chi Omega. Bet- ings is over, the All College Carni the Rio Theatre is in the hands oi
Barrows will give “An Outline
y White, a freshman, is a member val emerges as the highlight of the Mace. It was discovered that Ma°e it on the first three days of Iasi
of College Policy Toward Fra
>f the German Club and of Heeler*, All Creek Week. It is something must confine its activities to the week.
The most extensive trip, in point,
ternities.”
»he is also a reporter on the Lav - new. Donald Schalk, chairman of campus. Since Mace has already
Robert Bartella and Cliffoid
the committee, says, "Definitely a made plans, it was agreed to accept of distance and time, was made -by
entian staff.
different All College Dance.”
Kenyon also will speak
these plans so that ‘‘Lawrence Albert Ingraham and Konrad TuchSat. March 13: 8:30 P. M. AllTommy Temple and his versatile Night” might be held at the Rio scherer, who met five teams on
welve Year Heart
College Carnival with Tom
their three-day trip. Leaving A p
orchestra will provide the dancr 1 Theatre.
„ ________________ _
_____
I pleton Sunday night, ’„ 'k two a f
Temple at the New Alexander
music, and Eunice Lang, his melod
Half Mature; Six
* Gym.
ious songstress, will add to the
firmative team-mates went directly
Darling
Addresses
evening’s entertainment with her
to Mount Vernon, Iowa, where they
Year Brain Is 95
singing.
debated with a Cornell negative Robert Bartella. Delta Sigma Tau,
Manitowoc
A.
A.
I
.
P.
Dr. Charles D. Flory, assistant
team on Monday afternoon. Their Clifford Kenyon. Phi Delta Thetn,
It is promised that the decon>rofes.sor of education and psychol
Dr. S. F. Darling associate pro-! next debate was with Coe on Mon and President Thomas N. Barrows,
tions will be something new and
ogy. told the Appleton Women’s
fessor
of
chemistry,
was
the
speak
1
lub that girls are nearly two year? different, but what they are. must er at a meeting of the American day night. On Tuesday they n u t Phi Kappa Sigma, will be the speak
teams representing Rosary. North ers. President Barrows will outline
ihead of boys in growth at the lemain a deep, dark secret.
The dance is named ‘’All Colle.;c Association of University Women in Central and Lake Forest Colleges. briefly the college's policies toward
ge of twelve, in a lecture entitled
Green Bay Debate
Carnival," and rightly, too. The :c Manitowoc. February -2. His subfraternities. It will be recalled that
The Physical Growth of Children"
are rumors about that “anything ject was “Cosmetics.”
Debating a little nearer home, Bartella and Kenyon represented
vhich he gave on Monday after On Tuesday. February 23. Dr. | Lois Hubin and Evelyn Mertins up Lawrence at the National Interfra
goes’’ so far as dress, style, and no
10011. March 1. The heart at twelve
forth are concerned. We can’t let Darling was present at a dinner, held the negative side of the same ternity Council conference whieit
s only fifty percent mature, he
the cat out of the bag. for that given bv the Milwaukee Alumni question before the Green Bay Ki- was held last fall in New York.
tated. while the head is 95 perwould spoil the fun. but we heat Association for President James B wanis Club and the De Pere High They will give a report of the re
ent mature at the age of six.
that the dance will fully live u p ; Conant of Harvard University. School on Monday. Their opponents sults of the meeting.
He pointed out the difference in
to the name ‘‘Carnival.’’ The best President Conant is a former in- j were members of an affirmaMvc
Panhellenic Council will hold a
lefflopment of children of the
way to learn anything is to see it structor of Dr. Darling’s.
team from Carroll College.
buffet supper for sorority members
ame age. the different
phases
first-hand, so come one. come all
Janet
Worthing
and
Lois
Hubin
at Ormsby Hall on Thursday eve
hrough which a boy and a girl pass
The dance with all its arrange
met a second Carroll team on Tues ning. The speaker for that occasion
n childhood, adolescence and maments is in the hands of Donald
day when they debated before the will be Mrs. Joseph B. Hubbard,
Books will be retarned to the
urity. and sex difference in devel Schalk and his competent commit
Appleton and Kaukauna
High past national president of Alpt a
publishers by March 15. Anyone
opment.
tee of Donald MacDonald, Edward
Schools.
wanting hooks saved should
Delta Pi. There is nothing sched
Fritz. Arthur Kroos, Curt Scheunr-! make arrangements with Miss
Debate With Marquette
uled for Friday. It was consider* d
>ffer Cash for Essay oil
mann. Irving Sloan, and Marshall j Jones in the book-room.
On Wednesday morning a three- best to give everyone a thorougn
girl Lawrence team composed of rest for the All Greek Dance en
“ Constitution Ki^lil»" Alston.
Grace Lightfoot. Marjorie. Fulton, Saturday night, March 13.
The American Bar Association H
and Harriet Berger appeared before
Members of the committees in
•ffering prizes totaling $ 1,000 for
the student body of Mount Mary charge of the week's functions are
•ssays on "How and to What ExCollege speaking in favor of co Thomas Beggs. Phi Kappa Tau. and
ent ■are the Rights and Liberties
operatives.
That
evening
Miss Richard Rosebush. Sigma Phi Eps.>f the Individual Protected Under
Lightfoot and Miss Berger upheld lon, in charge of the Chapel pro
he Constitution
of the
United
the same side of the question gram Wednesday evening; Thomas
•tatcs.”
against Marquette University neg Gettelman Phi Delta Theta. and
The deadline for all entrees is
ative team. The second debate wa~ Fred Leech, Delta Tau Delta, pub
try.
and
the
weather.
A
lot
de
BV
GRADA
DE
MORE
Vpril 1. All those interested may
held before the Shorewood Coop licity; Stanley Guth. Delta Tau Del
pends
on
the
weather,
because
that
Backstage
after
Myra
Hess
the
ecure further information bv secerative Society.
ta. chairman, Harvey Ross. BetJ
is
what
makes
Myra
Hess
feel
in
wonderful
English
pianist,
had
fin

g Dean J. S. Millis.
Debate trips scheduled for next Theta Pi. Clarence Nerad, Phi Kap
ished her conccrt and all the en the mood for light music or f*r week include a visit at Carroll Col
pa Tau. Carleton Pederson. Del*a
BAKER SPEAKS
cores she could be persuaded by Chopin and Bach. All this time Miss
lege to be made by Marjorie Fulton, Sigma Tau. James Gmeiner, Phi
Dr. Louis C. Baker, professor „f the audience to give, there wns Hess had been autographing pro
Grace Lightfoot and Harriet Berger. Delta Theta. and John Riesen. Sig
odern languages, spoke on last such a crowd that, worm thougn grams and posters and pictures,
These affirmative speakers will ap ma Phi Epsilon, in charge of the
uesdav. March 2, at the Tuesday we were, we could not wriggle and there was one little boy who
pear before Rotarians. War veter smoker; dance committee: Donald
lub in Neenah. He discussed cur- within speaking distance. But wo held out a real autograph book. As
ans. and high school students in a MacDonald. Beta Theta Pi. chair
t events, particularly the armi- heard! We heard that Miss Hess she signed her name she asked if
series of four debates. Miss Fulton man; Donald Schalk, Beta Thetn Pi;
ent question in England. Ger will be playing in Detroit next it wasn’t past his bedtime. She com
many. and Italy, the Supreme Court Sunday evening over the radio, on mended him on his honesty when and Miss Lightfoot will also repre Edward Fritz, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
sent Lawrence at Northwestern on Arthur Kroos. Phi Kappa Tau, Mai iscussion in tin Senate, and the the Ford Hour. Hmm—we thougnt. he said that he didn’t want to play
shall Alston, Delta Sigma Tau, Curt
an instrument but just wanted to March 10.
trikes situation.
that sounds good.
Also on March 10. a negative Scheunemann. Delta Tau Delta and
Then there was the incident ot be a good listener.
Then the taxi was at the door, Lawrence team will debate a* A l Irving Sloan, Phi Delta Theta. Mar
little six feet two Albert who had
(literally)
and Myra Hess firmly bion College while an affirmative tin Bridges and Albert Novakofspurchased
one
of
Miss
Hess’
ar
BILLBOARD
put
down
her
pen and said, "I can team meets the Northern State ki. Phi Delta Theta. and Perry Pet
rangements
of
a
Bach
selection
on
Sal. March 6: Basketball fame
erson, Sigma Phi Epsilon form the
autograph
no
more."
Otherwise she Teachers College team here.
ly
Tuesday,
and
would
Miss
He.r?
with Beloit here.
program committee for the week as
would
have
been
there
a
long
time,
please
autograph
it?
She
would,
and
Phi Delta Theta Bar Party
a whole. Mr. Peterson is chairman.
Mac
Harg
Publishes
and
you
know
taxis.
And
when
it
did.
and
graciously
said
in
her
Phi Kappa Tan Apache Brawl
low. English voice, "I would have came to finding her boots, rubbers
Thurs. March 11: All - Greek
In “ Visual Review'*
played it. had you asked me.” But to us, alas, one was missing. Every
Week-end Begins.
Dr. J. B. MacHarg, professor of
ARIEL OFFICES
one
was
packed
in
so
tighlly
that
that
started
the
autograph
seekers,
Sat. March 13: All-Greek Ball
Applications for next year's
and between trying to satisfy their they had quite a time looking for American history, wrote an article
Campus Club Dinner
Ariel editor, business manager,
demands and answer questions too, the recreant boot. Found at last, on “1936 in Visual Education” which
Thars. Mar. 18: “Ah. Wilderness ’
and photographer must be in the
and Miss Hess shook hands with appeared in the current issue of the
Miss Hess was busy.
at the Lawrence Memorial
office of Mr. R. J. Watts, business
Last Monday evening she played those nearest her; and then the taxi “Visual Review.” Included with this
Chapel.
manager,
by Monday
noon,
In Winnetka, and she has her own backed down the walk, and Myra article is a picture of the Ameri
Sat. March 20: Ormsby Spring
March 8, according to 1938 Ariel
beautiful concert grand piano that Hess was gone. Her piano was still can history lecture room.
Formal
Dr. MacHarg has also been asked
Editor, Mildred Gaenge. The ap
travels with her. She likes to give there, but the moving van w<?f
Sat. March 27: Spring Recess be
plication should include all ex
concerts both alone and with an waiting with open doors to receive to speak on visual education on
gins
perience and qualifications of
orchestra, the latter depending or it. And what good, we thought, was April 10 at two o’clock at the Osh
Mon. April S: Spring Recess
the applicant.
the orchestra, the conductor, the the piano without Myra Hess. None, kosh Normal School before a teach
ends, 8:00 o’clock.
ers* convention there.
music, the time, the place, the coun- vand went home.

f
I

Temple Plays at
College Carnival

r

%

Worm Wiggles Through
Autograph Crowd to Hess

Viking Debaters
In 11 Tournevs

Pa*e Two

THE

English Pianist
Next W eek’s
In Season Finale
Chapel
Mr. W. E. Schubert, gtnerOf Arlist Series i Monday:
al manager of the Wisconsin
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Flowerettes
Funny, Basketball, but
Or Tomatoes.*
When’sPractice, Coach?

BY CLIFF BURTON
Michigan Power Company, will
Gee, it certainly is fun — this
Altra II ess Plave<l Weilne*»
give an illustrated talk on “Elec playing basketball. You know how
trical Phenomena."
day Night in l*'itWednesday: Jessica North MacDon it is, practice three or four nights
ald, editor of “Poetry” magazine, a week, from four o’clock until
ling Climax
you rush to the frat house for your
will speak.
In srand finale, Myra Hess, world Friday: Kernice Brown. ’37, from T-bone steakless; and then in prac
tice you’re just cannon fodder for
('arleton College, will talk.
r< nowned English pianist played ina bunch of experienced point-grab?! ired music Wednesday last. Marci.
bers.
„
3, in the last presentation of thi*It’s really exciting being a substi
tute on the varsity College team
year’s Artist Series. Other artists
• when perhaps there’s a shade of
bn light to Lawcrence were Lau
difference between you and the reg
ri I/. Mi Ichoir, the members of the
ular players), when you get in the
Slradivarious quartet,
and
Mr.
game for two minutes to act a 1!
Smoker for thumbs and butterfingers, and the
Ernst Wolff with the A Cappella AUo Plans
Coach decides to let you string
Choir.
Men on March
along as a reserve.
Mi*;- Hess, as soloist with the
Yet there’s something in just be
I 0 I h
I Sorton Symphony Orchestra and
ing around to offer competition for
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Plans for a Pan-hellenic supper the varsity. It’s fun to go crashing
lue won the title of being the finest for women to be held at Ormsby, into a mess of first stringers, who’re
out there trying to hold their plac
ui present day woman pianists. Her March 11, were formulated at the
es; it’s fun to do a good piece of
i' ili ve interpretation and techni Monday evening meeting of the work against the varsity, and »o
cal ability, coupled with her fas- Pan-hellenic Council.
hear the prodding voice of the
tidious selection of program, ha« j Many of the national officers of coach giving you a subtle compli
ttii'i Ivr much praise in this coun
ment.
try. She is the only woman who the sororities on this campus will
Yes. and then there’s the practic
be
invited
and
entertained
ns
liras ev« r received the decoration
ing before the games, when the
»<f Commander of the British Em- ' guests at this supper. The princi whole squad is sharpening their
pire m acknowledgement of he.- pal speaker for that evening will eyes before the crowd; everybody
jnrviccs to English music. M y n
on ftic squad feels big as a pait
be Mrs. Joseph B. Hubbard, nation
llesf, by h* r serenity and sincerity
of the team, thrilling to the sound
and by her unassuming greatness, ‘ al president of Alpha Delta Pi, from of a swisher, and the taunting cry
adds her own marked individual- i Berkley, California. All town girls from a fraternity brother.
ity lo an already worth while pro-' and non-sorority girls have been nThen comes the Descent, when
gram.
your faint hope of starling flees,
vited to attend.
Her program was:
the regulars undo their outer flan
The Pan-hellenic Council alto nels. that long trip to the bench.
Two Little Sonatas
Scarlatti
planned a smoker for the m e n , The revival of spirits when you rea
H minor
G minor
which will be held on the evening ! lize the importance of the gainToccata, D Major
makes you begin to veil and cheer
of March 10.
Bach
the team along and decide what
(Fantasia and Fugue)
At
the
All-Greek
dance.
March
Beethoven
¿>ori;ita, Opus 109
you’re going to do when you get in
13, Pan-hel!cnic Council will spon the game.
Vivace, ma non troppo.
Adagio espressivo. sor two concessions for refresh-1 And after the game when you’ve
I ’i est issimi.
perspired from yelling and squirmments.
/indante molto cantabile ed es
The
Council
drew
up
and
revised
pressivo.
rushing rules for next year which
Var i: Molto espressivo.
Var. 2: leggiera mente.
were passed unanimously by the
Var. 3: Allegro vivace
group. It was agreed that the sor
Var. 4: Un Poco meno andante I orities would have three rushing
Var. 5: Allegro ma non troppo parties from 2:00 P. M. to 4:30 P. M
Var. 6 : Tempo primo del Tema. in the afternoons of rushing week,
Schumann to be held in the fraternity hous
Papillon*. Opus 2
)
Interni« zzo. Opus 118,
es. Sororities will alternate so that
>
No. G
no sorority will use the same house
>
Intermezzo, Opus 117,
mpre tharTance.
>
s
No. 1
Brahms
>
Intermezzo, Opus 119.
)
No. 3
Intermezzo, Opus 76, No. 3»
Capriccio, Opus 76, No. 5 >

Pan-Hell Plans
Supper on Mar. 11

Hutchin's Views on
Education Narrow
Says College Prexy
Springfied, Mass— ( ACP)—Assail
ing educational views of the U ni
versity
of
Chicago’s President
Hutchins as “counsels of dispair.”
Dr. Earnest M. Best, new president
of Springfield College, in his in
augural address suggested a frank
facing of problems as they exist.
“President Hutchins of the U n i
versity of Chicago would pur»fy
and simplify education by a re
treat into the narrow intellectualkm of scientific research and phil
osophical speculation and leave the
world to its fate in ‘trades associa
tions.” said the former McGill U ni
versity psychology professor.
“These proposals are the counsels
of dispair. We have much to leain
from the past, but in my opinion w<
must advance by a frank recogni
tion of the centrality of vocational
and professional education in mo
dern life.
"The defects of vocational edu
cation can be remedied by making
sure that the schools build good
men and good citizens as well as
good specialists,” concluded
Dr.
Best.
ing on the bench, or from your
two minutes of excited hustling after the ball when the game's wor,
you take a shower, talk about the
various plays, praise your team
mates, and dress hurriedly because
maybe there's time to take an elev
en o'clock—somehow you’re not too
tired even after that strenuous
workout. But before you leave Ihe
gym you say, “Coach, is there prac
tice to-morrow?” Funny, this «amc
of basketball!
^

A posy, something springsom
like a daffodil, to the redoutable D
DuShane who braves both bluster
and blistery weather without th
friendly protection of his overcoat
A very green and damaging ti
mato to each of those next doc
radios which keep typewritei
company most of the night and
on duty again hours before break
fast bells.
A tomato, though not a too vie
lent one, to rec room bridge game
whose crying need for seconds prt
eludes collaterals and history ps
per s.
A posy to LWA, the administrc
tion and the dare-devil who su*
gested it for the new liberty
smoking in the dorm parlors o
mixed social occasions.
Posies to people who provid
spreads to which we're invited, bi
a juicy, blotchy tomalo if they'r
exclusive and in the room up
stairs.
There’s a collective gardenia wait
Ing for any Chapel neighborhood
that doesn’t concentrate on keep
ing under-ordered’s in the consciou
world.
A very green tomato to thos
people who periodically haul u
stakes and meander elsewhere fo
weekends. (That’s really anothe
kind of fruit involved—yeah, sou»
grapes!)
f
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Lookit, Lookit
YSheep’sClothing Cloaks
Pop—Could I
The Lion of March First
Go to College?
J
As Lawrence Thaws Out

BY DOROTHY*BELOW
“Lookit, Pop!’’
“Somethin’ wrong, Lutie? Seems
1 On these balmy spring days it is quite natural that little worms should to me the readin’ o’ them newspa
’ come up to play. O f course, it isn't exactly spring yet, but there are a pers has made you waste a heap o’
few days now and then that give promise of sunny ones to come, and so time lately."
“Lookit, Pop! It says here the
on those days one has witnessed intermittent worm exoduses from the
It lower regions to those of light. The little worms have quite definite ob Greek-letter sororities at colleges
jectives in coming up from the region of darkness. Either they long for and universities are observing “hellthe warmth of sisterhood or brotherhood, or for the light of knowledge week." What’s hell-week, Pop?
“Well, Lutie, seems as how when
i that comes therefrom, or for both. Worming is a difficult process; little
worms are the lowest of the low. They wriggle hither and yon, they are folks my age went to college, they
trodden upon and spat upon, no bright colors adorn them, they are made had a special time set aside for what
to toil with tasks not meant for worms like they. But every worm has they called hazin.’ The first yeai’s
c its lowly day, and at the end thereof it shakes itself—and lo! we have a fellows had a hard time dodgin’
them upperclass fellows. But th 2
g beautiful butterfly.
not-dodgin’ had a heap of remorse
Initiation Banquet
On last Sunday the Alpha Chi and Florence Perry, and Betty followin' after. These monkcyshines
used to run on for nigh to half a
Omega sorority gave its annual in- Biety.
year. 'Pears to me the only differ
** itiation banquet at the Northern
On March 11 and 12 Mrs. Minnie ence 'tween then and now is thet
Hotel. The banquet was in honor of
.j the newly initiated girls: Clarice Hubbard will visit the Alpha Delta now it only lasts a week and you
Blatchley, Lois Caverly, Betty Jane Pi chapter. She is their national can't dodge if you’d wanter.”
“The paper says that ‘syn-syn.. Capps. Dorothy Young, Edna Mil- grand president.
synonyms for Hell-week are also
1«», Lois Hubin, and Rosalind BoetMrs. Jessica N. MacDonald was
courtesy week, development week,
tiger.
a guest of the chapter last Wed
The speakers for the banquit nesday. She was a former Law- und achievement week.” What's a
were
Ruth
Pfeiffer,
Rosemaiy rentian, and Alpha Delt historian synonym. Pop?"
“Well, Lutie. it means that all o'
Nielsen. Martha Lyon, and S ylvii She is now an author and poetess.
them names is- is- here— lemme
Dubsky. After the speeches the
Worms to Actives
see that paper. Well— 'sfar as I can
pledge bracelet was presented to
Tuesday. March 2, at 11:00 P. M..
r Betty Jane Capps for being the Beta Theta Pi fraternity put sev see. the courtesy is what the fresh
men do. the development is what
most outstanding pledge.
en pledges under orders. The worm
The guest of honor was Mrs. R society includes Edwin Bayley, Ro the older members do to them, and
Reiser, province president, of Mad bert Levercnz, Howard O'Donnell. the achievement is in trying to git
ison who was visiting Beta Theta Sidney Ottman. Robert Derrickson. out of the courtesy and the devel
opment. And that s what's makin
chapter.
Edward Marcellus, and Robert Wil the hell-week. At least that's how
Worms, More Worms
son.
I got it figgered out.
I.ast Sunday afternoon the Kap
Last week
. ,Phi. Delta
, . Theta frater- ,
I ..».I, it Pop! Here It savs the.*’
pa Alpha Thetas put Mary and n.ty initiated
m
sidewalk
six pledges. The now ] m#de g Rir,
Betty White, Mary Young. Barbaia actives are Morgan Holmes. Dedric
front of a movie, while all the pro
Rounds. Katharine Kendrick. Kath Bergstrom, John Calhoun. Norman
pie going by tracked it up as fast
ryn Moore, Florence Johnson, Sal- Kirkby. and Kenneth Buesing.
as she got it clean."
’ ly Johnson. Betty Ann Jo h n so n .
Sunday, February 28. Sigma Pin
“Seems as how she might o’ done
Janet Weber, Virginia Helz. Avan- Epsilon initiated Robert Stocker,
better by scrubbing inside instead
1 ette Milton. Marion Probeck. Eve- John
Bodilly, Henry
Johnson. o' outside. Seems to me folks could
[ lyn Marggraff. Jeanne Ross. Char James Whitford, Don Neverman,
spend more time a-scrubbing and
lotte Fox. and Florette Zuehlke un Chrrles Goodman. Sterling Schoen,
a-cleaning of their souls and a-polder orders.
and Robert Suettinger.
ishing of their manners, than goin*
Tuesday afternoon was a good
As the clock struck twelve m id
fishing day for the Delta Gammis. night on Friday. February 26. Ro
Their worms are Marian Christo!- bert Smith '40. Wellington Cape '40 ’ off this Saturday night, March f*
ferson. Marjorie Iffert. Ella-Mie George Wolner '40, Bruce Steven? Since the plans for the party are
Pierce, Rosemary Mull.
Dorothy '40. and Raymond Parlin '40. were shrouded in mystery, we are not aland Harriet Houck, Maureen M\y. initiated into Delta Sigma Tau fn- 1 lowed to release any secrets, but
we have been informed that the
Jean Temple. Eileen Eidamiller. S u  ternity.
chaperones will be Dr. and Mrs. D
san Jones. Rutl.ellen Pelton. Grace
Indians Again
Strong. Geraldine Seitz. Geraldin
The Phi Taus began the week M. Delo and H f. and Mrs. D. M. Du
Schmidt. Ellen Driscoll. Hel«*n Ped- with a pledge-active-alumni ban Shane. The guests will include Dr.
ley_ Betty Cochrane, and Dorothy quet. Final preparations are fran and Mrs. A. A. Trever, Mr. Erie VolMartin.
tically boing made for the Tenth kert. and any alums who find it
Sorority Elections
Annual Apache Brawl. The bar h j ‘ possible to be present.
The Alpha Chis elected the fol been pounded into shape, and it | Two fraternities, the Delta Tau
lowing officers at their weekly is now ready to serve all come;.;. Deltas and Sigma Phi Epsilons are
meeting on Tuesday: president The motif of decoration will be bur giving radio parties at their re
Mary Forest; vice president, Ruth lap of the roughest quality. The in  spective houses after the basketball
Bauer;
secretary, Ruth Barnes; comparable 1936 Pih Kappa Tau game on Saturday, March 6.
treasurer. Rosemary Nielsen; soci il Quartette composed of Karl Mess.
Kenneth Schilling. David Mewaldt.
chairman. Betty Jane Capps.
The following officers were elect and Edward Reineck will sing r.
ed by the Delta Gammas on Tues few numbers of the 1890 vintage
day: president, Margaret Hendrick This week John Tesovnik has tht
Y O U L L FIND
son: vice president, Portia Field: longest face in Phi Tau history.
secretary. Katharine Pitman; treas Reason—Kitty is under order*.
Longest face number two is Ralpn.
urer, Grace Cooley.
Seeger. Reason—Jane.
Theater Party
Rushing dinners were held at the
A theatre-supper party was given
for members of Zeta Tau Alpha last Delta Sigma Tau house Sunday
Tuesday night by the new initiates noon. February 18. Tuesday and
of the chapter. The supper, the Thursday nights, March 2 and 4
at
main course of which was a sur The rushees were invited to the
prise known as “Sam’s Dish,” was gangster party.
Week-End Parties
served at the home of Miss Ada
214 E. College Ave.
Bullet-proof vests and “tommy”
Rademachcr. Favors were in the
forms of tulips. Following the sup guns are in order for the Delta
per the entire chapter was tran.v Sigma Tau gangster party. Famous
underworld characters will be pres
ported to the theatre.
ent with their molls at the K im 
Sunday Tea
Alpha Delta Pi w ill give a tea for ball Street dive. The back door
the pledges and actives on next will be open for the culprits seek
Sunday from three to five o’clock ing refuge from the law and books.
The thirty-seventh annual Phi
Those on the committee are Peg
gy Powers. Mary Lou Barta. Ruth Delta Theta bar party will come

Parker
Vacumatic Pens

GEN. OfflCE SUPPLÌ CO.

The high quality of

POTTS & WOODS
DAIRY PRODUCTS
are recognized by Lawrence Col
lege. We liave supplied Lawrence
with our products for many
years.

Gray Suede for
Spring
in
Iliph Riding St vie»

Pumps, Straps,
and Ties— AAA C

$2.98

POTTS &WOOD KINNEYS
h
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Miss W oodworth , Doan ,
Entertains Girls at
Two Afternoon Teas
Miss Marguerite Woodworth dean
of women entertained the following
girls at tea on Tuesday afternoon,
March 2: Marjorie Mason, LaVerne
McClatchie, Jane Heyer, Amy Martindale, Olga Uldrian, Helen Vollbrecht. Muriel Engelland, and Eve
lyn Mertins.
Yesterday, March 4. Edith John 
son, Elinor Towne, Ruth Cook,
Jeanette Sebald, Marian Christofferson, Mary Lou Fannon, Peggy
Jennings, Jane
Wood, Eleanor
Clark, Maxine Tomlinson,
Betty
Lou
Scandling, and D o r o t h y
Houck were present for tea. Sand
wiches and cake were also served

Prelude to the Ides of March
Joe “Goodman” Roberts
and his swing trio.
Frolic
7 to 8
10 cents

Contemporary Trend
In Etching Display
By John H. G ifford

Floral and landscape etchings
compose the one-man show in the
I.awrence College Library, on ex
hibit until April 1.
The exhibit includes 51 etchings
and dry prints of John H. Gifford,
from the Swain School of Art De
sign. New Bedford, Massachusetts.
The exhibit, delicately drawn and
finely detailed, showing a balanced
sense of line and proportion, repre
sents the contemporary trend In the
art of etching.
DuShane Addresses
Touring the New England states
Womens’ Club Fell. 22 and the Middle West, the exhibit
Mr. D. M. DuShane. assistant has been well received, the etch
professor of government, spoke to ings and dry prints selling rapidly,
the Business and Professional Wom each priccd at only $ 10.00.
en’s Club in the American Legion
Hall at New London, February 22 “ P ip e ”
on the danger of war and how we
may be able to keep out of it.
Monday. March 1. Mr. DuShane
What University of Texas stu
spoke to the faculty of Wilson J u n  dents thought was going to be a
ior High School on subjects of cur “pipe“ examination turned out to be
rent interest.
a viciously circling boomerang
“Fellows," announced the instruc
L. W. A. HONORS POETESS
tor, “I'm just as tired of these dam
Mrs. Jessica North McDonald, po exams as you are so I've decidt I
etess and author will be the con to give you an easy one today. Ju .t
vocation speaker on Wednesday, one question, in fact.”
March 10. Mrs. McDonald is a for
Everybody in the class did a se
mer Lawrentian and a member of ries of simple mathematical calcula
Alpha Delta Pi sorority.
tions and arrived at the sum of I0J
In the afternoon L. W. A. will for the answer.
give a tea in her honor, from three
“Just a minute." said the instruc
to five o'clock in the Ormsby par tor. “I forgot something. Recall the
lors.
number of times you were absent
from this class, multiply that by
on foolish-like. Lutie. you're a good two and subtract it from the answer
girl and a fine worker. Don’t nev on the problem.
The “A ” grades that students h a l
er let me see such high-falutin*
visioned slid down the alphabetical
nonsense from my daughter.''
“S a y !! Lookit. Pop! Could I go scale and even a few “Fs" blem
ished the instructor's record boo!:.
to college? Lookit Pop! Could I?”

Examination
Turns to Boomerang

To Star in Your School Work
BACK YOUR BRAINS WITH THE

ALL-S TAR P EN

It Lets Yon SEE
W hen to R efill
— hence won’t run dry
in classes or exams

Y n , thousands of students »tart
to rate higher when they replace
their old ' blind -barrel” pens with
this new Parker Vacumatic.
This is because it is people who
are capable of rating high who go
for this Pen in a big way, and be
cause it is this kina of Pen—and
only this kind— that can bring out
the best that is in them.
Its Scratch-Proof Point of Plati
num and Solid Gold writes like a
zephyr. Unlike pens that hide' the
ink. within the barrel, this laminated
Pearl Beauty lets you SEE Days
Ahead when it's running low. When
held to the light it shows the ENT IR E In k Suppler— holds 102%
More Ink than old-style.
It's the pen that received more
votes than any other TWO makes
of Pens C O M B IN E D when 30 Colletc Papers asked 4,699 »Indents
"Which pen do you own?” I t was
awarded bv the All-America Board
of Football to 90 nominees for the
All-America Team of 1936.
Go at once to any good store sell
ing pens and try this revolutionary
invention. Identify the genuine
Parker Vacumatic by this smart
ARROW Clin,— this holds this Pen
low and SAFE in the pocket. The
Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.
Cleans Your Pen As It W rites
Get Parker Quin*, tlie new quick-drying

ink. Dissolves sediment left hy pen-clogging
inks. Makes your pen—a Parker or any
other—work like a etiarm. 15c and 25c.

P ä d vruv*« /.W/V ( jd j

P a rk e

§ if i %/'! 7'i t MY™*

áuAAANTMO MtCMANICAlIV PfRfltT
■..

í '' / J g v Pw.c/,, $2,50,
V0 V i v Î3 50 orid Í5

GOODMANS

JEWELERS - - - OPTICIANS
Corner of College Ave. and Oneida St.
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‘Ah! Wilderness’ Discovers Theater F orgets Suit Yourself” Clarion
To Imagine Says
Call of Spring Stylet
Drama Aspirants ‘Naturals* Sir H a rd w ick e
As Ihe second week of active le*
hearsal draws to a dose. Director
Erie Volkert is sporting a broad
>mile nnd gets plenty of sleep
nights. Reasons, the play, says Erie,
is coming along swell, and would
you believe it, 1 got the barroom
set already painted. On the Bishop we were still making the set be
tween ucts and on the Pierre Patelin, the crew just finished sew*
ing up the curtain as the play ena-|
id. And here we are ready to stait
tin the third act. Yea, we got plenty
of lucky breaks. The play’s a natur
al for the cast. Like when Rumsey
has to light his first cigaret. The
kid doem't smoke-still doesn't, for
that matter. None of the cast is al
lowed to smoke in Chapel exceot
where called to by script, boasts

Cambridge Tale
Told at Dinner
Present* lli*lory of ruinous tlniversit y for Mortar Board
A description of Cambridge U ni
versity life was presented by Mis*
Olt;a Achtenhagen. associate profes
sor of English, at the scholarship
banquet given by Mortar Board at
Ormsby Hall for women holding
high scholarship honors in the four
classes, on last Friday evening, Feb
ruary 29.
After a brief survey of the his
tory of Ihe town of Cambridge and
the origin of its famous university,
she explained the organization of
the present day Cambridge Univer
sity. She told how students woi k
toward a degree, how the Cam b
ridge system differs from the Amer
ican system, and she presented an
outline of the system of degrees and
examinations.
Mirs Achtenhagen lived in the
King's College hostel with ten oth« r
women. She dined with her tvn
companions at the dining hall of
Kinx's College, breaking the pre
cedent. Previously no woman, not
even the mother of a student, had
been allowed to dine there.
Miss Achtenhagen concluded her
talk with a description of Rarden
parties, dances, punting, the canocinK on the Granta or Cam R iv
er.

Erie. Sloan has to play around with
a couple of cigars, which is bad
for him, and Dubsky, as belle of the
Bowery, must, absolutely must,
light one up on the stage. Don’t
know if that’s been done before or
not. Hope we’re not setting any pre
cedents for the Chapel stage, but
what's sacred about the place, any
way?
Talking about naturals, Holmes
has to sing “Blest Be the Tie" or
something like that. Hope nobody
takes that to be sacrilegious, but
then% he's drunk. That's why ne
gets away with the song. He also
has to eat oysters, shell and all,
which comes a bit hard (pr Bill,
who has been teaching table m an
ners at Brokaw during the past
year.
There's lots of local color to that
barroom scene. Belle crosses her
legs, the player piano hits up a
couple of 1900 swing hits, and wh*n
Richard starts to back down, the
barroom, that's Haak. gets to heave
them both to the cobbles. A1 likes
that. O ’Neill was quite a bum him 
self in his growing days. He ship
ped to Honduras and dug gold for
a while, knocked about in South
America and Africa with a Conrad
book in his coat pocket, came back
to New York where he floated
around for a while as a reporter
and actor, and finally hooked on
with the Provincetown Playeis,
where he wrote his first plays. He
has a reputation, say the critics, for
“reproducing the human speech
with unexampled fidelity.” *‘Ah!
Wilderness.” according to advance
reports will be no exception, save
where Volkert has seen fit to de
lete.
O'Neill made streamer headline«
last month when he was awarded
the Nobel prize in literature for his
outstanding work in the field c f
drama.

Doctor (last Presents
Slides to German Class

This is the fourth time that we
were forced to use the same issue of
Stage, but we never seem to be
able to exhaust its supply of in 
structive articles. It was Sir Cedvic
Hardwicke's discussion of that “Es
cape Mechanism—the Theatre” that
made us pause.
He believes that we are forgetting
the art of imagining things in the
theatre, and this is true because the
playwright is not forced to make us
feel. The writer turns over a plain
statement of the character to the d i
rector. who, in turn, calls in the
electrician, the mechanic, the butch
er, the baker, and the candlestick
maker, and they attend to the de
tails.
It is easy to see by this that the
modern playwright does not have
the opportunity to write plays as
Shakespeare did, Shakespeare had
nothing but a bare stage, and if hewere unable to put into the actors’
mouths words that would fill the
stage with the trees of the forest of
Arden, or an orchard in Verona, his
productions wouldn't see a second
night.
Sir Cedric believes type casting is
one of the greatest evils of the
modern theatre. He tells the story
of an English actor named Wilkes
who was reputed, by public opinion,
to be the homeliest man in Eng
land. This didn't bother Wilkes, for
he went right ahead and played nil
the dashing hero roles. He ended up
as matinee idol.
If you haven't anything to co
some afternoon, pick up a copy ol
High Tor and read it. We're sure
you’ll find it refreshingly different.
Burgess Meredith, who is featur
ed in it <by his own choice) gives
the credit of his success to his di
rectors. He believes that a really
good director can teach the novice,
in one production, more about act
ing. more about himself, than years
of misguided playing in stock or re
pertory.
Meredith can get very little of the
spirit of a play by reading it. Some
times he skips all the other parts
and reads only his own, but he pre
fers to have the author read .the
play to him. frequently signing a
contract with only this to assure
him of the play's possibilities.

Dr. G. C. Cast, professor of Ger
man. showed a series of slides of
beautiful houses in Germany to the
members of the German Club which
met last evening, March 4, at Hamar House. Following his talk a so
For those of you gamblers wno
cial hour including games and re possessed the required iron consti
freshments was held.
tution, we hope “The Lloyd's of
London” proved worth the effort.
SONG WINS PRIZE
A sorority pledge song which was
written by Virginia Wilson who at
tended Lawrence College last year
and who was a member of Sigma
lUcnaslia Teacher»
Alpha Iota sorority won first place
Hear J. 11. G ftffltht in the song contest conducted at the
at
Dr. J. H. Griffiths, professor of Gamma province convention
psychology, spoke at the Mcnasn.i Madison last weekend.
Teachers* Association on the sub
ject, "The Teacher as a Psycholo
gist,’’ on last Tuesday evening.
March 2.
Dr. Griffiths showed in his spcoiii
the relationship of psychology to
Ihe teaching functfcm, particularly
the emotional, intellectual and prac
Phone 585
tical significance of these relation
V»
#7
ships in dealing with concrete cas«
*
• ____________

Be independent this spring- suit
yourself! In fact, suit yourself at
any time because suits- dressy
black, sophisticated beige, mannish
brown, and m ilitary blue- are fash
ion's four-season byword. Coat
backs are still swinging it, lapels
are becoming rounders, and skirt
lengths are climbing with the stock
market. One of the smartest com
binations this spring will be beige
with accents of black. One temper
ature raising beige suit features
saddle stitching around the coat.
Bluffing may not get you any
where in classes, but a false front
will do a lot of things for your suit.
Get
several »n
pique or organdy
in
the
lovely
cloudy pastel col
ors. If you want
something
extia
nice,
have ons
with inserts of Ir
ish crochet. |
If the one and
only
crashes
through with a
photograph, there’s a new shop on
The rest of us w ill have an oppor
tunity to see1 this really good pic
ture tonight at the Rio.
At the present time there art
three levels in the quality of song
hits. The first is the simple, over
night ditty of moonlit waters or
mountain boys. Rapidly replacing
this type is its superior, the Cole
Porter, Jerome Hern type. Probab
ly the best songs are the musical
comedy numbers, because the di
rectors allow their composers full
sway. In this group Irving Ber
lin stands out, so we can expect a
fair show when "On the Avenue”
rolls around over the week-end.
Incidentally, we hope someone
wins Bank Night, and its backers
go broke. Art has gone a little too
commercial to suit us.
The play seems to be the thing
at the College Library. There are
so many requests for the late drama
that it is hard to supply the de
mand. The following titles have
been added to the collection:
“Tovarich” by Jacques Dcval
“You Can't Take it With You** oy
Moss Hart and George S. Kauf
man
“The Wingless Victory" by Max
well Anderson
“High Tor” by Maxwell Anderson
“Tonight at 8:30” by Noel Coward

the Avenue that’s accomplished ifs
the art of frame-ups.
Feet first into triple sheer hos^e
in the warm coppery tone-and du
wine and blue, if you dare. The
into gabardine or
colored
kidskin
shoes if you want
to keep in step in
the fashion pa
rade.
Whether you’re
mathematic a l l y
inclined or not,
your success is
in the bag if it as
sumes geometric
angles, Avenue shops carry them ih
a range of colors which run stil
competition with the artist's pale!
te.
Accessories can do more for youjr
wardrobe's winter hang-over tha i
a glass of bromo-seltzer after a! l
Institute p a r t ] ’
The daisies on »
perky scarf won t
tell the weare r
only added fift; t
cents to her boo t
money
reques t
Follow the fash
ion hounds art i
add clips of woo i
or leather w i t 1
crystalline
bur
scenes to
you
sweaters,
scarfi
belts, or suit lapels. When a col
lege girl has too many sweater! >.
Noah can build another ark- a we] 1
known shop displays soft twii i
sweaters reduced in price. An im
portant accessory to good groomin
is the wide cellophane collar whic
hooks on to prevent P. D. F <pow
dc. down front).

Next time you’ll call a cab
that won’t leave you “ flat”
(“broke” to you) you’ll
call a

Bourjois

Perfume

Unnsuil Opportunity
for Men

i

Women

FOR YOU WHO HAVE
PEP
DETERMINATION,
AND AMBITION
Fast growing, nationally known
company leader in its field, of
fers you a real opportunity for
summer work.
The best selling opportunity
awaits you if you can success
fully meet the requirement*.
Each applicant will be given a
personal confidential interview.
We will select only a limited
number from Lawrence College,
therefore an immediate reply
will be to your advantage.

M A N IT O U
SALES COMPANY

TOWN TAXI

Suite 9-10, Odd Fellows niHg.
Dept. A H.

10c per person

Manitowoc, Wisconsin

ii

In order to study the night life
of birds. George R. R. Pflaum. de
bate coach at Kansas State Teach
er's College, has put up a glass
wren-house, with electric light at
tachments, in his backyard.

Belling’s
204 E. College Ave.

The Wisdom
of Solomon—
A young man's first investment should be in It¡nm*lf.
in liis education and tm ining.
Ami while he is getting
his education, he should protect those " h o make this
investment possible, through L IF E IN S I’RA XCE.
SOLOMON S. HUEBNER, Dean
barton School of Business, U. of Penn.

The Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Company

PHOENIX
HOSIERY
When legs must look their best,
then "Debutante" . . . lovely 3thread dul-Crepe chiffons . . . can
be depended on to lend subtle
flattery and allurement. "Fashion
Page" colors are conspicuously
correct.

Sketck
Trend

Sepia

$| .0 0

$l

— Main floor —

ESTABLISHED 1846
MA Company of Distinction”

HAROLD E. FULLER
Appleton Agency

t% !*

Phone 3424

GEENEN’S

«
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ikings, Beloit in Cage Contest Saturday

Vike Cagers in
Last Home Game
With Gold Mar. 6

Viking Swim Team,
Tug and Crunters
Perform Tomorrow

EISD CAGE CAREERS

B ue and White Seniors
In
Last
Tilt *
H e r e
Three of the Viking Cagers play
thjeir last college ball tomorrow
night as the Goldmen from Beloit
come up here to wind up the ’3637} season. Jim Straubel and Cliff
Ofcen, who have been a pair of stars
ini Lawrence athletics for three
y^ars now, will be in there for the
laist time concluding as fine a rec
ord of major varsity athletics as has
ever been seen here in a long, long
While. Oscn and Straubel have won
emblems in both football and bas
ketball for three consecutive years.
<)B»en has won two track letters and
Straubel one. Harry Helterhoff, a
SPORTS CALENDAR
Saturday, March 6.
Swimming
Beloit varsity at Lawrence
Basketball
Beloit varsity at Lawrencc

*8:20)

Preliminary game (7:15)
Wrestling
Beloit varsity at Lawrence
<3:00)

JAM ES STRAUBEL
Guard

CLIFFORD OSEN
Forward

Newell’s Team “4” Phi Delts, Sig
Wins Basketball Eps Win Tilts in
Season Tourney
Fraternity Race
Team “ 7” Linder Margaret Phi Delts Defeat Della
Mercer Is Second
Sigs; Sig Eps Take
In Kace
B e t a s
Janice Newell’s team, Team 4, be
came the winner of the All-College
Basketball Tournament, when it de
feated Jean Doerr’s team, Team 5,
Friday, February 26 by a score oi
12 to 6. It was a fast game, with
the ball being passed from one ha’t
of the floor to the other. Both teams
took many shots at the basket, and
there was wild shooting on either
side.
Team 5 was handicapped by the
lack of one player. The first half
was played with four players in

consistently improved r e s e r v e
guard, will also see his action for
the last time tomorrow night. Hel
terhoff has been on Viking quintets
for three seasons.
Beloit Holds Win
The Gold defeated Lawrence 3119 down in the cheesebox at Be
loit last January, and tomorrow will
be the Denneymen's chance for a
little revenge over them. The Downgtaters show three wins in eight
arts, one away from home, which
something I^awrence finds a hard
Thurs. March 18. 7 P. M.: Inter
time doing. Jim Brown was re fraternity swimming meet.
sponsible for eleven points in that
Sat. March 20: Interfraternity
game, and Tomulis got nine, so bowling meet.
these two boys will be the men to
Ping Pong and Squash start
watch. Cy Williams at forward and
next week, 3 men to play on the
$oecker at guard have been regusquash team.
irs all season. Captain Milt Anerson Is the only man playing his each side. When, at the half, Mau
last collegiate ball game for the
reen May went in for Team 4. Team
Gold Cagers.
5's lack of one player made a dif
Beloit Confident
Beloit's Round-Table gives the ference in the game.
Goldmen credit for “having the
Ragland High Scorer
material for consistently victorious
Ruth Ragland was high scorer
teams, the Lawrence game being no
exception.” A little bit sure of a win for the winners, with three baskets,
for Coach Louis Means’ boys, but and Jean Doerr, the only scorn
they're going to run into plenty t f for Team 5, made three goals.
The same evening Team 7, cap
difficulty tomorrow. Kapp will un
doubtedly get the nod at center, his tained by Margaret Mercer, won a
height means a lot to the team. Bur consolation game, defeating Team 2.
ton and Falcidc are set at their po captained by R i^h Schuettge. It was
sitions, but Helterhoff and Jacksoi a close game up to the last m in
w ill both see some active play as ute of play. At the quarter the
the Blue and White wind up the score was 2 to 2, at the half. 4 to 4,
basketball season, one which Coach and at the third quarter, 6 to 6.
Denney can be proud enough of. In the last quarter, Team 7 broke
away to get two more goals and win
Line ups:
Beloit
Lawrence by a score of 10 to 6. Sally Haven of
Williams <Jim.> f.
Osen Team 7 was high scorer with three
Brown (Jun.) ?.
Burton baskets.
Mercer Defeats Doerr
Tomulis
In the last game of the tourna
(Soph.)
e.
Kapp
ment to determine the second place
Soecker
(Soph.)
l.
Straubel winner. Team 7, captained by Murgaret Mercer, defeated Team 5.
Anderson
(Sen.).
fc) g.
Falcidc captaincd by Jean Doerr, by a scorc
of 17 to 4. Sally Haven was high
If you can wiggle your cars, you scorer for the winners with five
I have a little of the ape-man in you field goals and one free throw. Mar
pays Professor H. R. Hunt of the garet Mercer and Adine Clare both
»¡oology department at Michigan played good games. It was thenState College. Prehistoric man h«>d work which kept making good their
to wiggle his cars to sharpen his attempts at the basket.
¡sense of hearing. Muscles employed
In this action are a definite inher
itance from him.

{
t

Definition of a “snap course": A
course in which the professor docs
not check the roll, make assign
ments. give failing grades, and
which Is non-existent.

HARRY HELTERHOFF
Guard

Standings of Teams:
W L Tp. Op. Pet.
Phi Delts
0 20 13 1.0G0
Sig Eps
0 21 12 1000
Delts
1 11 2 J M
Betas
1 29 35 .500
Phi Taus
2 16 28 .000
Delta Sigs
1 13 20 .000
Tomorrow's Schedule Starting
At 1:3« P. M.
Phi D ilta Theta vs. Delta Tau
Delta
Delta Sigma Tau vs. Beta Theta
Pi
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Phi Kappa
Tau.
The Phi Delt “Bone Crushers"
rolled all over the Delta Sig “Loopers" in a basket ball game last
Tuesday night to the tune of 20-13.
The Phi Delts held an early lead
in tTie game and were never press
ed to any great extent. Big Bob Bartella was the only thorn in the Phi
Delt's basket, for he used his height
to advantage on follow-up shots
and rebounds. The Beta “Bouncers"
lost a rough and tumble battle to
the Sig Ep "Powerhouse" five by
a score of 21-12. The game was one
mad scramble from start to finish
with many wild passes, shots, an'l
scrambles for the ball. Murphy was
high point man with nine points
which almost kept the "Bouncers’
in the running.
Box score of Phi Delt—Delta Sig
game:
Phi Delts
FG. FT. F TP.
rf. Bartholomew
3 0
1 6
If. Schmerein
1 3
1 5
rf. Sloan
0 0 1 0
c. Grode
2 0
1 4
c. Gerlach
0 0 2 0
rg. Novakofski
2
1 3
5
Ig. Gmeiner
0 0 0 0

Tomorrow
afternoon at two
o'clock the Lawrence
swimming
team w ill take on the Beloit swim
ming team, in the Alexander G ym 
nasium swimming pool. This is the
last meet before the Mid-West Con
ference meet here March 13. Varsity
members are: Purdy, Holmes, A r
thur, Sexsmith, Westberg, Vtm
Nostrad, and Gettelman.
The Lawrence squad of wrestlers
will also match against the Beloit
teams. The Lawrence wrestling
team is made up of: Bill DuPont,
125 lbs.; Don Weidman. 135.; Jim
Allen. 145 lbs.; Bob Isely, 155 lbs ;
Martin Bridges, 165 lbs.; Charles
Gerlach,
175 lbs.;
Ken
Osbon,
heavy-weight Bob Miller will act as
referee.
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Turn to Page 6
rg. Scharringhauscn
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MEATS
OF CHOICE
QUALITY
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It’s done
with mirrors
Let's say that you look at
yourself in a Schmidt mirror
this week wearing; a Griffon
Spring suit. You have no
intention of buying.
In
March,
just before
Easter, you find that no
matter how many mirrors
you gaze into • . you are
not satisfied until you get
back to

IN IR V IN G B E R L I N ^ S M A S H M U S IC A L

JE W E L R Y
R E P A IR IN G

lie .

9 12

Starts SATURDAY

For —

W ATCH, CLOCK

2

Totals
5 3 10 15
Box score of Sig Ep— Beta game
Sig Ep»
FG. FT. F. TP.
If. Fritz
2
1 1 h
rf. Rosebush
3 0 4 6
c. Cast
1 0
2 2
rg. Lohr
1 3
2 5
rg. Zwerglc
1 1 1 3
lg. Sheldon
0 0 3 0

Totals

Start* SATURDAY

Defeat
Jolts
Lawrence
Chances for Mythical
Slate Title

Lawrence’s chance for the crown
of the mythical state tilt were se
verely jolted Tuesday night when
Carroll College, piling up a big lead
early in the last half, defeated the
Vikes 35-27. Leading by a nar
row 14-13 count at the mid-way
point, the Orange changed a very
close ball game into a one-sided
rout only to have the Vikes climb
up almost as fast in the last five
minutes but fall nine points short of
victory.
Straubel, Osen Lead
For the Blue and White. Jim
Straubel and Clitf
,,,
Osen were the
Scoop Birkh^hn, the genial little
spark of the at
gent who dropped in six sweet long
tack, though for a
shots against the Vikes last Sat
time early in the
urday night is the proud father of
battle both clubs
a six pound boy, born about tw o '
seemed to be in a
weeks ago. Cornell’s his school.
daze. Buck sank
“Red'’ Martin, of Ripon is still
the first bucket
gnawing his teeth over the fast one
of the game by
Monmouth pulled on him in their
picking up a loose
game a little while back. Behind at
ball and driving
the half. Monmouth, by way of
it into the hoop
special wire, declared second year
to score. Beggs
man Schanks eligible once again. In
put in a gift tos*.
sccond period Schanks went in and
After s e v e r a l
Jim
Straubel
sunk five buckets as the Scots hand
tries the Vikings
ed Ripon their sixth whipping in opened up in
hurry as Burton
Conference play.
and Straubel dropped in consecu
Last Tuesday night fightin’ Jim tive goals, and the boys led 4-3,
Straubel was scrapping his heait Buck made one toss out of two to
out with all sorts of opposition. Ev tie things up. A lull of over two
ery time Jim got the ball the in  minutes ensued, but Osen and Bur
tellectuals down at Carroll yelled, ton finally made good on free
“Shoot Straubel*' and rode him In throws, and Carroll started an of
no uncertain terms until after he fensive drive which netted baskets
had left the game on personals la'c by Pauler, Barnes, and Knoblauch.
in the last period with thirteen Carroll led, 10-6, with seven m in
points to his credit. Carroll still utes left.
remembers the rough treatment
Straubel scored the last seven
Johnny Breen used to get up here straight points of the first half for
even before he made any move Lawrence with two buckets anil
on the floor.
three gift pegs out of five. Leading
Some 25 Milwaukee alumns came 12-10, the Vikes let Carroll ring up
down on a special train for the bat a sleeper and a pair of free throws
tle Tuesday night and sat in a one by Beggs and Barnes, Straubel get
section of the stands to cheer on ting a last toss as the first period
the Vikes. They made us proud ended. 14-13.
Pauler, Knoblanch Star
of the alumni record and the
A couple of pretty smooth first
spirit of the Milwaukee group
which has always exceeded any oth year men. Johnny Pauler and Buss
er section of the Lawrence alumni Knoblauch, kept things too hot for
world after the game they spent n the Dtnneymen to handle, as Car
couple of hours i . the local hotel in roll took advantage of rather slop
py ball playing and extremely in 
accurate shooting on the part of
Turn to Page 6

Totals
Betas
7 20 If. Hartley
rf. Murphy
c. MacDonald
lg. Schalk
If. Heideman

Totals
Delta Si*«
rf. Pederson
If. Bury
If. Fobart
c. Bartella
lg. Herzog

Carroll Cagers
Prove Too Fast
For Vikes, 35-27

L

RITZ B R 0 S. & A L IC E FAYE
PLUS Ann Dvorak In “M IDN IG H T COURT**

Matt Schmidt
& Son
HATTERS — CLOTHIERS
106 E. College Ave.

1

;
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Carleton Takes
Midwest Title;
Vikings Fourth
Lawrence W ill Play Iteloil
In Last Game of Bas
ketball Season

PAGE 5

Waukesha with Lawrence's Coach
Denney and Coach Derr talking
over the existing athletic situation.
It is vitally necessary to get good
new boys every year but with less
indifference to college subsidation
rules than Beloit pays.

the Vikes in the early part of the
last half. Pauler dropped in his sec
ond bucket of the evening after
Carroll had actually taken seven
under-the-hoop shots in a row w ith
out making one.
Knoblauch and Pauler took turns
running up the score from 16-15 to
24-15. The Vikes took two times
out as the Carroll lead mounted ana
Coach Denney inserted a couple oi
new men, tried them, took them
out, and changed the team around
a bit trying to ease the Pioneer of
fense which was clicking like a
charm. Beggs dropped in a nice onehander from a poor angle, and
Pauler hung up two more points
with a two-hander his fourth buckct
of the night. Straubcl finally broke
the spell with a bucket and a freethrow, but Buck and Knoblau.'h
cinched the ball game with a pair
of sweet pegs under the basket, both
men practically unguarded as they
shot.
Carroll Ahrad. 32-18
W ith the Orange holding a 3218 margin, Osen sank the first goal
in eight minutes of play for Law
rence, and both Straubel and Bur
ton made good on gift shots to taliy
22 points for the Vikes; 32 for Car
roll. Buss Knoblauch got another
one when he sneaked loose under
the basket and put in his fourth r.f
the night. Straubel left the game
with four personals, three minutes
after Faleide, playing a hard, fast
ball game had been ousted with
four also.
Osen sank the last basket of the
battle and added a charity toss to
make the count 34-25. Crawford
having tough luck on a couple »if
misshots, put in a free throw which
was matched by Biersach, a Pioneer
reserve guard, and Werwath fouled
Burton as the gun sounded. Cliff
made it good with the crowd ¿11
over the floor—and Carroll the w in
ner. 35-27.
The box score:
Carroll—35
FCi. FT. PI'.
Buck. f.
2
1 3
Knoblauch, f.
4 3
4
Werwath. f.
0 0
1

Speaking of Beloit—the all-pow
MID WEST STANDINGS
erful Gold w ill be up here tomor
W. L. PU. OP. row night with Coach Louis Means
Carleton
8 0 250 19J directing the quintet as they go
Monmouth
5 3 25.1 226 through their weekly maneuvers.
Knox
5 3 286 264 Our reference earlier in the cage
LAWRENCE
4 5 23« 261 year to Beloit's handsome gym 
Beloit
3 5 225 250 nasium as a “Cracker Box” was not
Coe
3 5 268 247 taken so well by Coach Means.
Cornell
2 5 205 226 Coach Means sent us a letter say
Hi poo
2 « 232 270 ing that Beloit-Lawrence rivalries
were of probably the highest cali
l.ast Week’s
I.A WHENCE 36. Cornell 29 «only ber of any relationships in the na
tional sport's world (of course. Vale
conference game.)
Harvard;
Army-Navy;
Cornell—
Monmouth 34, Augustana 30
Pennsylvania might count a little
Carroll 41, Lake Forest 40.
bit», that their gym was really not
Carroll 35 LAW RENCE 27
a chccsebox at all. and that Law
Carleton, with u clean slate In rence wasn't the only school that
Mid-West basketball as well as m< had to play there instead of in the
new Fairbanks-Morse gym. because
football, won the undisputed cham both Plattville and Monmouth were
pionship of the Conference some going to engage in combat inside of
time baek, but the Mai/.e deserve their “stair-way” auditorium. Whe
some sort of recognition outside of ther or not Platteville and Mon
mouth can be talked into losing u
that record. Sparks and Olson »re
game before it starts is not the V ik 
a pair of fine forwards with tin ing's interest—we’re the team that
“Red Headed" captain topping the took the beating—in that gym.
Coe has a fine new gym —some
Conference scorers. Larson, Leon
thing like Lawrence’s—Coe w hip
ard, and Okonen are consistently
ped Beloit on a Friday night. ¿4K«mm1 guards with offensive ability 21; Cornell has a dingy, day-coach
as well as a fine record for de smoker for a gym—like Beloit's
fense. Sophomore B. Jaskson has The Beloit boys beat Cornell on a
been steadily improving in every Saturday night, 36-29. But Cornc'l
beats Coe. Lawrence beats Beloit.
game. One potent fact bus made
Carleton the successful team she
Incidentally, Beloit
wants to
The boys are a calm bunch, and schedule Carroll for 1938-39-two
throughout every game they nevei years from now. after tabooing the
let the struggle get past them. It Pioneers for “questionable athletic
can’t be said of the Carls as it's policies" and several other reasons.
said of a lot of ball clubs, that they For more than six seasons the Gold
play the coach's game for ten m in  have not been interested in play
utes out of the forty and after that ing Carroll for that reason, but two
everything is hit-or-miss.
years from now, when Carroll’s best
Coe a Disappointment
clubs will have completely graduat
The Kowaks have proved to be ed. and the Orange admit (as they
the most disappointing outfit in the did Tuesday after the game* that
league with not even a .500 aver prospccts are not encouraging. Be
age. The only really impressive loit is all set to move over to Wan
thing they’ve done is to whip Cor kcsha for a little scrapping. The
nell the first time in three years Goldmcn have licked the athletic
and only the eighteenth time in 58 platter of Ace Milwaukee boys and
battles.
plenty of other stars about the state
Lawrence dropped Cornell a little and outside — they're admittingly
farther down the Conference rung improving, as they slated in a tri -1
last Saturday as veterans Osen and bute to new Coach Means last week
Straubcl piled up
eighteen an i so they're all set to play Carroll j
eleven points respectively.
Cap Ask Phil Smith, sports mentor iro n 1
tain “Scoop” Birkhahn of the Coi- Carroll, what he thinks of it all.
nellians sunk six pretty buckct..
winding up his Conference career —
fourth in the Mid-West high point
leaders. Scoop didn’t get much of &
team to play with riuriiu> his la.t
season, but he’s still the fine.t
— LAST DAY —
guard in the conference.
Ifrloit at Lawrence
‘
The
ROAD TO GLORY'*
Knox at Monmouth, and Beloit at
Lawrence wind up the season with
— W ith —
the Vikes and the Scots favorite«
KREDRIC MARCH
A win. vthich is probable, will put
W ARNER BAXTER
the Monmouth boys in undisputed
LIONEL BARRVM ORE
second place, and a Lawrence vic
tory will complete the year with a
50-50 standing for the Appleton
— SAT. - SUN. —
team.
TIM McCOY in

« ELITE «
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Carroll Defeats
Viking Quintet
Lawrence, 35-27 Topples Cornell
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
To 36-29 Score
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CONTINUED FROM
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Osen High Point Man;
Two
More
MitlWesl Games
The Lawrence Vikings pulled
themselves up another notch in the
Mid West Conference standings
when they defeated Cornell College,
of Mount Vernon, Iowa, last Satur
day. The final score was 36 to 29,
and the scoring was very largely
the result of three men. For Law
rence, Osen and Straubel, Coach
Denny’s two brilliant senior cagers,
were standouts. Cliff contributed
thirteen points, and Jim . eleven
Captain Birkhahn led Cornell with
twelve points.
Faleide First Basket
The first bucket was registered
by Faleide within ten! second of the
starting whistle, when he snared a
rebound and tossed the ball. The
boys kept driving on from there,
and half time found the Vikes
ahead, 23 to 17. The crowd was so
pleased by the furious battle that
it gave the teams a Viand at halftime, an unusual thing for the bla^c
spectators.
A Cornell rally brought the score
up to 25 to 23 shortly after the
Pauler, c.
Barnes, g.
Beggs. g.
Biersach, g.
Totals
Lawrence—27
Burton, f.
Osen. f.
Kapp. c.
Straubel, g.
Faleide. g
Bennetts, c.
Jackson, g.
Crawford, g.
Helterhoff g.

THE
JUNCTION
GREENHOUSE

— MON. - Tl'ES. —
(Bargain Days— All Seat« 15c)
JANET GAYN OR
LORETTA YOUNG
CONSTANCE BENNETT
SIMONE SIMON

2
0

12
5 11
FG FT P I•>
5 3
0
0 2
1
0 1 0

Totals

1

5

2

14

2
0

2
2

— Coming —

4

5

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

4
4

• FO U N T A IN PEN S

Sylvester & Nielsen, inc.
209 E. College Ave.

We close on Saturday at noon

1
0
1
0

Thur., Fri., Sat.
We invite your
inspection of our
lovely

Suits, Dresses,
Formal*
and Millinery

The
Fashion
Shop
117 E. College Ave.
Next te Heckert Shoe Ce.

Clothing Renewed Beautifully By

Kirk L. Miles

ART SUPPLIES
PICTURES
FRAMING

— FULL COLLEGE
ASSORTMENT

OLD MASTERS —
— MODERNS —

— PRICED
MODERATELY —

OUR NEW ADDRESS —

2 2 9 E. COLLEGE
(Next to Snider’s)

1

Spring Coats,

• P A P E R and

W ith W ALTER HUSTON

Cleans Everything
Cleaner

Z o r ic Dry Cleaning
We do more than just clean your garments. Colors
are brightened — new life is added to the fabric —
careful finishing and pressing re shapes properly. You
will find that our service more than meets your most ex
acting demands. Attend to all of your cleaning needs
now.

and Odorless

Uneeda L a u n d ry and
Z o r ic C le a n e rs .
We Call and Deliver

1 1

4
1
11 2

Spring
Opening

in ‘ LADIES IN LOVE"
“ DODS WORTH’’

1

0

13 9 !5
FG. I T PK
3
2
1

• N O T E BOOK S

THE PICTURE SHOP

fcooooooooooe»

1
1
2
1

L O O SE LEA F

n zn ra

—

2
1
0

Totals
Lawrence—3«
Osen, f.
Burton, f.
Kapp, c.
Bennetts, c.
Straubel. g.
Faleide, g.

From the Doric column of
Tis
Grinnell Scarlet and Black:
rumored that one poor gal a t£ a
pound of raw hamburger on lr<?*
turning to school to inure her sU^m *
2 ach to the change. What
peí pie
ol4 won't do to break into this
1 umn!

8 1! 15
Totals
Officials — Refetee, Larson; um 
pire, Barnum.

"The Border Caballero’

Whatever the
occasion tend
flowers from

4

half time rest period ended. At this
awpoint Straubel contributed for X lC
rence and Cline for Cornell to ] ;eoP
the margin the same and make
score 27 to 25.
Cornell Rally
»eie
The boys from the place
the tall corn grows kept drii ing.
and shortly after made it 28 tc 27However, the Vikes regained f ome
of their first-half drive, and n ,ade
enough buckets to increase t ^ e'r
lead and keep the crowd froin **e‘
veloping numerous minor cas« > oi
hysterics.
The end found the Vikes ou 'n
front, as Kapp and Burton conti olj*
ed the ball on most tips with f lc’r
height, and Cornell fouled attci *Pl *
ing to gain possession of it.
The box score:
Cornell—2»
FG I T PF
3
Peterson, f.
0 0
1
Schaeferle, f.
3 0
3
Fetters, c.
1
0
1
Swenson, c.
0
1
1
6
Birkhahn, g.
0
2
2
Cline, g.
4

618 W. College Ave.

For year convenience clothes may be left at tbe Peerlew National Laandry, 307 E. College Ave.
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Djr. Dengler Addresses Students
Dr. Wriston, Head
On Politics and on Education Of Brown, Against
>anger /in n s ¡11 On- Iiilrniutioiiul <Cooperation Court Revisions
I tral

Europe“’
(lliapel I'alk

Is

Necessary ¡11 Kdncu<
lion. Dengler States

^r. Paul L. Dengler, director of
Some aspects of new educator in
H»* Austrian-American Institute of Europe today, were explained and
Education, spoke in Convocation illustrated with slides by the Vien
Fiji day, February 26, 011 the sub -1 nese, Dr. Paul L. Dengler, dirccior
M t, "Danger Zones in Central Eu- of the Austro-Amcrican Institute of
lobe.”
Education, as he stressed the need
L)r. Dengler believes that tho for international cooperation in ed
l»l'akup of Austria-Hungary after ucation to a small group of profesthe World War into seven small. scis and students last Friday tvew>ak nations, each a mixture «f lui « at Peabody Hall.
Dr. Dengler, typically and thor
Peoples, customs, and traditional
hatreds, each economically impov- oughly Austrian, described the old
titshed, with hi;:h tariff walls, is type of German university with
o' e of the main reasons for the un- its high degree of academic free
r»>t in central Europe. These diffcr- dom. No policemen were allowed orl
to
Dr.
t’tit races had been brought togeth the grounds, according
er against their wills by royal mar* Dengler. and there was an ‘‘unw rit
lifcges. They became conscious in ten law” by which a professor could
tile nintcenth and twentieth ecntu- say anything that he wished.
State Controls University
>'ife* of the contrasts in racial, cul
"But now," said Dr. Dengler, “in
tural powers; and hatred, rivalry,
and distrust sprang up. But re- j Italy. Germany, and Austria, the
girdless of political weakness, Au~- university is an instrument in the
tria-Hungary
was
economically hands of Ihe state.” The modern
ptosperous. Composed of fifty mil-: Fascist university is based on the
hon people in the second largest' philosophy of Giovanni Gentile,
cCuntry in Europe, supplied with J who said there was no reality ex
I'tiple raw material, and with great cept the community. In this philoso
manufacturing centers, the Austro- phy there is an element of heroism
Hungarian Empire was almost self- and an opposition to soft living.
Dr. Dengler presented the ideas
sufficient.
of Ernest Krieck, a leading Ger
Treaties Unjust
Himself a citizen of Vienna. Dr. man educator, who holds that r.
A n g le r has watched the changes university must be an organic unity
H^ngler
tftat have taken place since
si
the held together by an ideal. The uni
vJar in the old Austro-Hi
•-Hungarian versity should be what it was in
Ein pi re. June 2«. 1914. aame the the Middle Ages with teachers and
news thnt the heir
th Hapi- students working out their ideas
-- to the
blirg throne and his wife had been together. The old type of university,
murdered in a southern province according to Mr. Krieck, is a “de
during a parade. Traditional hatred partment store” in which there Is
flared, and there was for four years no connection between the different
World War. At the conclusion of subjects. This old method leaves the
the war the fourteen points were student bewildered, and makes il
drawn up. and people believed in difficult for him to form his phil
tlfcem. Today we see that the treat osophy of life.
Youth Has Ideal
ies which ended the war were not,
The good feature of the old sys
ti eatics of justice. They gave the
r ghts to tho strong nations. The tem was freedom in the search for
league of Nations was instituted.: truth. But now, continued Dr. Deng
based on great ideals, to perpetuate ler. youth has a high morale of
t|ie situation put on the week na -1 comradeship and an ideal for whivh
it is willing to die. However, at the
t‘ons by force.
Today there is always danger in same time a narrow outlook on
r 1ntral Europe. Germany, humiliat- life is created as well as an in 
rl by demilitarization, repe.ations j tolerance and a spiritual isolation
aod lack of colonies, is a nation ' which destroys world community.
At Ihe close of the lecture. Dr.
dangerous to world peace.
Dengler exhibited a number cf
War Not Imminent
Will there be war? Dr. Dengler slides showing paintings, woodwork,
'Hinks not. War is not imminent: and drawing done in the Austrian
can be avoided.
No satisfied secondary schools in Vienna.
‘ Ountry will start It. The unsat•tfied countries, Hungary, Austria, hoofers would shake down the
•inly, and Germany are the coun structure.
tie s most likely to start a war. The
Mrst two are too weak; Mussolini
'Vculd not risk war at the present
Mme. Germany remains;
but it
Vould be a great risk for her; she
\light lose everything, and she
instrument •
picture
■1 surrounded by watchful nation*.
repairing
framing
1 he general increase in armaments
r lakes war less probable also. The
217 E. C a II*k* Ave., Appleton
' ^ay that Dr. Dengler sees to pre' ent a war is to gradually relieve
1 le economic tension that is pres( nt in central Europe today. There
very great danger, but war can
e avoided, not by idealism, b u t ,
OPTOMETRIST
y the common sense that tell* us
1 lat war docs not pay.

m

A GOOD JUDGE
would s&y
that any p<*p»r, dance program*, fraternity
and sorority stationery, deserve a life sentence
©f constant recommendation vlien bought at

PETERSEN PRESS
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Enjoy the Music You
Want When You
Want It!

Wm. 6. Keller Opt. D.

N Morrison
PHONE 570«

The new high-fidelity phonograph recordings cannot bo
enjoyed 100% unless you have an instrument that docs them
full justice! In the New MAGNAVOX phonograph you will
find amazing accuracy of reproduction and beauty of tone at
• price far less than you might txptc*.
For your own pleasara and the entertainment of your
friends — the

Glasse« Scientifically Fitted
Complete Optical Laboratory
Servie*
2nd Floor

PHONE 24IS

CHOICE MEATS
and GROCERIES
me

Eyes Examined

121 W. College Ave.

G. A. L E M K E

Lawrence-Run Sore Eye
Special Departs On Time

Goodbye, college. I'm going home.
city. I'm going home, where I don't
Goodbye to small-town provin
have to pretend, and be on my good
Favors
Full
Optional cialism, six story skyscrapers, and behavior, and be nice to people I
the neither-country-nor-city Apple
don't like.
Pay Ketireiuent
ton. Goodbye to campus grape
Home. Yet I feel less at home
Proposal
vines where every event is univers
there than 1 do at college. There
al knowledge before it happens, to
Providence, R. 1. Mar. 1 Presi
I am a guest, who has no real place
campus politics, where a person's
dent Henry Merritt Wriston, induct-1
in tli»1 life. At home I am useless.
worth is never given a thought, and
ed three weeks ago as 11th head of
I sleep because there is nothing
to the pettiness that comes of the
Brown, voiccd his disapproval of
narrow restrictions on one's as else to do—because nobody needs
increasing the court from 9 to 15' sociates.
me and I have 110 job. I don't ha\c
members on the ground that Presi-1 Goodbye. Ormsby Hall. Goodbye to pi <t< nd, so I let down on e v e ry 
dent Roosevelt seeks the change to to the noise and confusion- and thing and let everything go. At
strain of the dormitory, where the
put through New Deal legislation
last people go to bed about two- home 1 walk along the street and
Dr. Wriston, a political scientist and thirty and alarm clocks begin ring don't meet a soul I know. I go in
historian, favors the full pay op ing at three, where one sits down to a restaurant full of strangers.
tional retirement proposal for su -1to meals on the hour, sharp, and Everyone is going about his bus
preme court justices over seventy' life is ruled by bells; where meal« iness, completely independent
of
are hurried and conversation is .ill
yearsjuld.
of classes and personalities. Good me. My old friends, whom I've been
“Questions of principle should be bye to getting up every morning too busy to write to, are drifting
decided at moments and under cir-! early, and hurrying and worrying away, and we have little in com
cumstances when the utmost de all day, not possibly doing all the mon any more.
things one should do. Goodbye to
tachment is possible,” President meetings and responsibilities and
Goodbye, college. Goodbye. Snid
Wriston declared, "and never when hounding people and having peoplt er's, where everyone knows every
principle is palpably secondary to in their turn hound me. I'm going
one the, and the air is thick with
momentary experiency.
home.
smoke and atmosphere, whether it
"Secrecy and suddenness in pre
I'm going home to a quiet hou:c.
paration and presentation, haste and with a fireplace and a big enough i«- a stolen and belated breakfast at
pressure for adoption of specific closet, and pleasant-toned clocks in  Chapel time or a delightful respite
executive measures without lon^ stead of bells; home, to unhurried
and careful consideration, indicate meals, where the conversation if in tht middle of a studious evening,
the likelihood that principle in this general and interesting, and peopl»- one is enjoying. Goodbye to long
case is sacrificed to the desire U linger over coffee after dinner; and satisfactory hen sessions, and
circumvent a constitutional check. I home, where one can smoke in the the continual excitement and in
“Therefore I disapprove the cur-' dining room instead of only in a trigue beneath the surface of the
rent proposal. I do approve the full hideous bare wreck room. I'm i c  life. I am leaving the best friends
pay optional retirement at seventy, ing home, where there are no I have, and all the wonderful pe«>and would support a proposal to alarm clocks and I can sleep until ple. linked together by the bonds
amend the constitution in order to I wake, and stay up as late as I of learning and common interests.
require that judges appointed suo- want without feeling guilty. I'm 1 am leaving this campus, where for
sequent to the adoption of thej going to the country—the absolute one year I, together with all the
amendment retire at 75.”
silence which I love, home, where other seniors, run the universe,
A University of Wisconsin prank the city is only an hour away—th«' where there are always things to
ster took it upon himself to rem lights and excitement and bign* 1 be done, and it’s fun to do them.
Goodbye, college. I am going back
edy the situation after ex-Prcsident of the city, the glamour and oppo Glenn Frank had been removed tunity and cosmopolitanness of the to my family, but away from home.
from office by an eight to seven
>O CCO C O O O C O O O O O O O O O Q O O O O Q |
apOOOOOQOOOOOPOOOOOOOOOOOOCOC
vote of the regent3.
He thumb-tacked a “Man Want- ¡
0
ed” sign on the ex-president's office
door.

KOLETZKE’S

Students danced so hard during
*ie Charleston rage some ten years
go that Indiana University officials
Vere forced to prohibit dancing in
tyie Student building for fear the
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Toward Integration
Tacitly, if not actively, the Lawrence
campus population assumes a« its philos
ophy of education the liberal arts ideal,
subscribing to the idea that that man is
best educated who is supplied with a
broad comprehensive view of many fields.
It is a philosophy of education which, if
it is opposed by other philosophies, still,
need not find itself on the defensive. As
represented at Lawrence the pattern is
coherent and well-defined. Problems con
front such an institution of learning, how*
ever, which indicate that refinements aie
still possible.
All these problems; the much bruited
"comprehensive examination" question,
arousing interest in students, the problem
of necessarily restricted educational fa
cilities, and another, that of optimum ed
ucation and fluidity of the system in in
dividual adaptation: seem to resolve them
selves for the liberal arts college into the
problem of an economy of learning, or
of economy of presentation, in the inter*
ests of the most comprehensive and in*
tcgrated education possible.
As now devised, the system subjects
the incoming high school student to ar
bitrarily assigned courses, elementary,
and to a large extent uncorrelated with
other courses, setting him to master quite
extensive bodies of facts. This enroll
ment in separate courses continues
through all four. It is a fortunate minority that climaxes an academic career with
a study which attempts a correlation of
the ideas represented in college work, so
that an integration of its separate cours
es may follow.
It seems unfortunate, though, that
even in these cases integration should
come so late. It is sound educational pol
icy to place this integrating course, not
at the end of the four years, but at the
beginning.
s
High school students need awakening
before they need learning; they need, too,
a perspective of ideas, a partial grasp at
least of the relative and organic nature
of systems and ideas both in respect to
time and in respect to other systems and
ideas co existant with them. With such
a background a new cogency might well
be given to their later courses. Arguing
on this thesis, basic comprehensive cours
es of a survey nature should be administered on a required basis by the best
members of the faculty to construct for

* 1(11H |IM run» *ra4M>M la*

“Thiil’s the man. Pappy—I'd know him anywhere.1

the new student a picture, a? clear as
possible, of the panorama of ideas and
ideals in modern thought.
Following such a course, or probably
courses, specific courses would be elabor.
ations of points of interest, but there
could be more hope that even in the elab
oration there would not be distortion of
the relative significance of the specific
field. It would help eliminate the nar*
rowing influence of an illiberal concen
tration in a particular field. It might
even suggest to sophomores choosing a
major that there were more than one or
two fields in which interesting work to
which they might find themselves adaptable could be done.

Student Forum a Necessity
The attempt to revive the Student
Forum as a permanent institution on the
Lawrence campus should be of consider
able concern to students. It is an attempt
to bridge the gap existing between us and
the outside world. It seems to us that it
is of vital interest to any student today to
find out what sort of a world he is living
in. A college campus located such as
Lawrence is mofe open to hard-crusted
provincialism than many colleges. Ob
stacles in the path of student interest lie
in the fact that many many face economic
security and do not feel concern over
their own welfare. Unfortunately, how
ever, such conditions coupled with the
campus social and academic emphasis,
tend to dull student interest in the world
of affairs.
Majors outside the field of social sci
ences too often feel that social forces and
events do not affect them. However, what
happens to the recent John L. Lewis
movement for industrial labor unions will
have repercussions in our own lives long
after we are out of college. The same
applies to extension of governmental con
trol of the nations economic structure,
and even more so to the problem of war
and neutrality. Whether college students
like it or not these problems affect and
will affect them directly. College stu
dents, though, a small minority of the na
tion's population, will bear a majority of
the burden of solution. The educated
minority owe society more responsibility
in the intelligent solution of pressing so
cial problems.
If we take a purely contemplative and
far-off attitude toward our society and
its problems now, we are due for a rude
jolt upon graduation. The disillusioned
college graduate, the abuse heaped down
upon liberal arts training and “culture”
are due to the ivory towers on many a
college campus. The college must bridge
the gap between itself and the outside
world to become effective. The least that
can be done is to discuss contemporary
problems, learn about them, and form in
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telligent opinions concerning them. An
intelligent response to his social situation
is just as much a part of a liberally edu
cated person as an appreciation of art and
music. There is no particular subject
matter inherently intellectual above and
apart from the nasty, brutish world. It
is all a part of a greater picture of^life.
If the students realize and practice the
relationship between life and learning,
both will become deeper and richer and
will have meaning. A revived and welladministered Student Forum offers one
starting place for such a view. With the
aid of students and faculty, the project
can be a success and a worth while edu
cational force on the Lawrence campus.
It would encourage a healthy intellectual
life marked by expression and discussion
of divergent opinions, far better than the
intellectual lethargy and sickliness incul
cated when grades and honors become
goals in themselves. Such an extra-cur
ricular interest in intellectual matters
should not be impossible in a college like
Law-rence.

Let’s Have More
Outside Speakers
The Lawrentian wishes to compliment
Dr. A. A. Trever, professor of ancient and
European history, Dr. T. S. Kepler, pro
fessor of Bible and religion, the Convo
cation Committee and the Forensic Board
for bringing Dr. Paul Dengler here to lec
ture. Dr. Dengler presented a different
point of view concerning distatorially
controlled central Europe in a refreshing
and admirably fair manner. The actual
contact which was made possible with a
set of mores completely different from
those of the Lawrence campus was possi*
ble through personality actually connected w ith a foreign situation. The same ef
fectiveness would have been impossible
from a local professor regardless of his
ability as a scholar or a speaker.
Such outside stimulation as Dr. Deng
ler represented is a crying need on this
campus. The Lawrentian has pointed out
for the last few’ years, and the reply has
been that certain local professors are just
as competent. We do not deny that reply
as far as it goes, but we want outside
speakers as a supplement to what we al
ready have.
The Forensic Board and Convocation
Committee in bringing Dr. Dengler have
in part answrered our challenge of last
fall. We now ask other student organiza
tions, especially the Executive Commit*
tee, to consider the problem. Above all,
the administration and faculty would not
be wasting time by considering the prob
lem. Lawrence’s educational program
should provide extensively for bringing
able and well known men to the campus.

Rutherford Roberts
Say, did you see that story of mine
In the State Journal?
All about the dean of women,
And how she cracked down
On the girls who sneak in after hourj
On the fire escapes—
You did?
Picture and everything, boy!
Make enough on that for a pony keg;
More scoops like that, too,
If I don’t flunk out.
Herman P. Buschnagel
Father read that education
Guaranteed more income,
Slaved himself into an early grav
To secure my three degrees;
Now I am grateful to have a job
Washing dishes.
T. L. Andrews
I disapproved of Theodore Dreiier
On grounds of slipshod grammar.
Cliches, and awkward, lengthy prose;
Seldom did I put my finger on his
Disturbing trick of laying wide to viejJ
Weaknesses of man,
Of himself, even;
He made man seem so like a beast,
And I wanted to believe
In a separate soul,
And that my students should.
The path by which I led them
Honored Dreiser with a detour.
Leaving only his name and faults fo^
them
To remember.
Wilbur Vance Norton
Filkins built on principle,
Got to be a dean,
A man of merit only;
He never understood
Why I w’as chosen ahead of him
As president;
Filkins did not have
The proper friends.
Horace Edward Leach
How, they asked, could one man
Accomplish such monumental work?
The answer was not housed w'ithin the|
bones
Of the old fossil head
So prominent at the top;
Look beneath, as in a coral reef—
You may discern the grinning skulls
Of underlings.
Ellerton Hastings .
His freshman themes
Bristled with inferior style—
Comma splices, split infinitives.
Cliches (by which these speakers of clique
dialects mean trite expressions);
He flunked.
This new book, still unwrapped,
His third novel,
Is acclaimed by men who know'
For “power . . . penetration .
profound insight . . . pungency.”
It is not being measured by the lead
In a red pencil.
By JOHN BALKE.
—From the Student Advocate.

So They Say
Mr. VMItor:
W h y nil the fu ro r ab o u t com prehenslve
e x a m in a tio n s and
w hat
fo rm they sh a ll
ta k e ?
It seem* th a t It m ust be im possible
to e x am ine com prehensively u n til the L ib 
eral A rt» p ro gram 1» ta u g h t com prehensl vely. as a w h o le u n it. W h y not drop the idea
o f a com prehensive e x am in atio n , s u b s titu 
tin g n required the»!« for each B. A. c a n d i
date th a t w ould be a re ally com prehennlv«
problem In in te g ra tio n , in d iv id u a l in a p p li
catio n. broad eno ug h to appeal to lib e ra l
educator.« and s till ex acting eno ug h th a t It
c o u ld n ’t be argu e d th a t tho ro ug hne ss and
“d is c ip lin e ” had been neglected.
J.
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QUOTABLE QUOTES
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
“The collegiate young man was pre
cisely the one least adapted to the pur
poses of the college, who was trying to
romanticize a type of life which he did
not understand and into which he did
not fit.” Dean Christian Gauss of Prince
ton University gives a skyrocket of ap
proval for declining “rah-rahism.”
“The ‘self-made’ man may still go far,
but from now on he could go much fur*
ther if he had the background of train
ing.” The University of Arizona’s Presi
dent Paul S. Burgess suggests that the po
tential self-made man offer colleges ant*
universities a grip on one boot-strap.
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